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October 1934, he retired from the Congress amidst the re-
grets of an adoring nation.
He is no longer of the earth; he is a Vedic Rshi.
Ill
These influences have led to wonderful results. The
Gujaratls have thrown off the fetters riveted by political
slavery, social isolation and religious bigotry. They have
developed a sense of power, freedom and self-respect. They
no longer suffer from a inferiority complex. Fatalism,
born of helplessness, oppresses them no longer. Their
social and religious outlook has become elastic enough to
grapple with all the complex situations of modern exis-
tence. Caste has become but an incident of life, and does
not weigh them down, stifling energy and change.
GujaratI women no longer stand dumb, perplexed and
helpless. They have stormed the citadels of power, and
struggled with burly sergeants in defence of the national
flag. They have suffered for freedom, and, through picket-
ing and processions, through the terrors of the jail and the
lathi charge, won their equality with men. They have
retained their delicacy, purity, and grace, and yet, are
as free as women in many so-called advanced countries
in the world.
The Gujaratts, with business habits extending over
centuries, have always been calculating, but the arithmetic
of thek life has become very comprehensive. They have
found in wealth an instrument of tremendous power in
modern life—a sword in war, in peace a ploughshare. They
have realised its inter-dependance with political power, and
placed theirs at the service of the nation. At the same
time, they have been shaped into a compact race; an
organic whole with a strong collective will. More, they
have forgotten the sorrows of six centuries and acquired
a background of heroic traditions. Sabarmati and Bardoli,
Borsad and Ras, the squares and roads of Bombay have
been hallowed by struggle and sacrifice. An elemental
mote of heroism has come into their life and history.
And thus, like unto the Prophet of Israel, has Mahatma
Gandhi led his people out of bondage.

